Sebastian Gerling – Chief Digital Officer@UHH

THE BEAUTY OF SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT
Scientific Support

- Enable world class research, teaching and transfer based on
  - Excellent Administration and user centric processes
  - Scalable and easily available IT-Infrastructure
  - Scientific Strategy – stay in front of the competitors
  - Project Office – best support for scientists to acquire third party funding
  - Transfer – knowledge and tech transfer into society, politics and economy
  - Strategic building planning – build excellent research environments for tomorrow
Excellent Administration
IT Infrastructure
Teaching and research in hybrid space

UHH has about 180 buildings/parts of buildings in Hamburg
Example: CISPA – Helmholtz Center for Information Security

Image sources:
https://www.strukturholding.de/referenzen/cispa-helmholtz-center-for-information-security/
PROJECT OFFICE
TRANSFER into
• Academia
• Society
• Economy
• Politics

Holistic tech transfer, match making with market needs, Innovation push towards economy
SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT...

...further advances the institution

...enables world class teaching and research environments

...needs to be driven with same passion and standards as excellent teaching and research
QUESTIONS?